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monotone operators, introduced for discrete time Markov chains 
in [4], owur widely in Markov processes. Spatially homogeneol:is processes, uch 
processes modified by impenetrable or absorbing boundaries, birth-death1 praces- 
ses, Markov diffusion processes, and the Galton-Watson process with immigration, 
for example, are all stochastically monotone. Our objective is to place in evidence 
the prevalence of this monotonicity for Markov chains in discreite and continuous 
time and related processes on the continuum and to extend un’derstanding of its 
consequences. Stochastic monotonicity of the sequence of probaibility distributions 
is of particular interest. 
In Section 1, basic properties of (stochastically) monotone matrices are de- 
veloped. It is shown that such ma.trices which are characterized by their preserva- 
tion of stochastic order of probability vectors under pre-multiplication have a 
second characteriza.tion: they preserve the monotonicity of c,:omponents ~vh~~ 
postmultiplyi,ng vectors. As a direct consequence, one finds that stochastic matrices 
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which are totally positive of order two [9] are all stochastically monotone. It is also 
shown that monotone matrices have a second positive eigenvalue with a 
Perron-Frobenius character. 
In the second section the notion of uniformizable chains is employed to establish 
a bridge between discrete and continuou,s time chains, and thereby exploit the 
properties of monotone matrices. Examples how the prevalence of the monotonic- 
ity property in chains in continuous time. 
Stochastically monotone sequences of probability vectors generated by 
monotone matrices are examined in Section 3, and conditions are established on 
the initial state: probability vector p(O) for p(t) to be stochastically monotone. In 
particular, ;a slimple characteri:!:ation s given of such initial vectors for birth-death 
processes, and related time-dependent bolunds are xhibite:d. 
Stochastic mosnotonicity is a basic structural property for process behavior. Such 
processes are associated, [4, 5, 61, and this association gives rise to a variety of 
meaningful bounds [5]. The property also has importance for the theory of Markov 
decision processes. The results presented here may be of corresponding interest, 
1. Monotone stochastic matrices 
In 1968, Daley [4] introduced a class of “stochastically monotone” operators, 
acting on probability measures on the real line. For probability measures on a finite 
lattice of nonnegative integers, the operators are stochastic matrices and have 
corresponding:ly simple properties, presented here. Extension to the semi-infinite 
or infinite lattice will be discussed in the examples given later. 
efinition 1.1. Let p = (pm),” and 4 = (q$’ be probability vectors. Then p domi- 
nates q (a t q) iff Xf;‘p;, a Xfqm, n = I, 2,. . . . The vector p strictly dominates q iff 
strict inequality holds for n = 1,2, I . . . 
A stochastic matrix a = (a,& can be considered as a column of probability row 
vectors: a = [a:, .r. For a totally ordered finite state space, the definition of a 
monotone operator [ 171 becomes 
#?finitictn 1.2, a is mmmne (a E &) if a k . >L u l., whenever k > 1. If strict domina- 
tion prevails throughout, a is said to be sthctly monotone (a E 9X). 
It will be convenient o express these relations in terms of elementwise 
inequalities between vectors or matrices, Let t be the square matrix with l’s on or 
below the diagonal, O’s above the diagonal. -I is given f.:y (f-‘)i] = 1 if 
i := j, - 1 if i = j + 1,O otherwise. In terms of t, definiticans 1 .l and 12 ‘are equivalent 
to 
>* iff t, ( 1) ‘Z i. . 
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As a dual to (I .2) [denoting transpose by T], one has 
a E A iff (t-‘)TatT 2 0. (1.2*) 
For strict domination and strict monotonicity, one requires strict inequalities 
wherever possible, i.e., in all elements except O-row and column. 
Many discretetime chains are stochastically monotone, as the following exam- 
ples may show. Verification is straightforward. The theorems stated here assume a 
finite state space. Extensions to infinite discrete state spaces of Theorems 1.1, 1.2 
and the material in Sections 2 and 3 are possible using the t- transformation. With 
the infinite matrices s and t given by s,,,, = 1 if n = m, - 1 if n = im - I, 0 otherwise, 
and t,,,” = 1 if m 2 n, 0 otherwise, one defines a chain on the full lattice of integers 
to be monotone iff sat 3 0, where a is the (infinite) one-step transition matrix. In the 
theorems mentioned, only the fact that ts = st = I is used, and summabihty 
requirements to ensure associativity of the matrix multiplication (t.g,, as in sat) arc 
easily seen to be satisfied. 
Alternatively, a process with infinite state space can be considered as the limit of 
a sequence of finite, truncated chai ns with suitable boundary conditions imposed. 
See, e.g., [2, 161 for birth-death processes. Such limit-taking preserves monotonic- 
ity properties like those In Theorem 1.1 b, c, and properties derived from these. 
(a) Spatially homogeneous chaina, a = (a,,,,,), - 00 < m, n < 00, with a,,,” = pm+,-, 
(p$, any lattice distribution, is the transition matrix of the chain Nk = NC1 + 2: &, 
where & are i.i.d. r.v.‘s with P {& = n} = pn. 
(b) The age of a discrete renewal process with decreasing failure rate. If 0 c a, < S, 
n = 0, 1,2,. . . forms an increasing sequence, the chain Nk with transition prob- 
abilities P{Nk+l = n + 11 IV,, = n} = a!” = 1 - P{N,,, = 01 l’Vk = n) is monotone. 
(c) The Galton- Watson process with immigration. When the (k - 1)st generation 
has Nkql = n individuals, the population of the next generation is Nk = 
&k +& + ’ l l -I- & + &, where &) and ([ik,‘l are independent sets of i.i.d. random 
variables. &ik is the progeny of the iith individual, and & is a random number of 
immigrants, The rows of a satisfy a,+l l == a,. * x, where the asterisk denotes 
convolution and x is tl-:: distribution of &*. IIence a is monotone. 
(d) Modification by boundaries [ll]. h8onotonicity is preserved when one 
restricts the state space of any lnlonotone ;Jrocess by imposing absorbing or 
impenetrable (retaining) boundaries. Thus, e.g., the Lindley waiting time process 
[18), which is homogeneous except for an impenetrable boundary at 0, is monotone. 
In special cases other boundary conditions may preserve monotonicity. An 
example is a censoring upper boundary: any transition to the set of states 
{N+l,N+2!...} is suppressed and the process stays where it was. For a process 
that is spatially homogeneous for iransitions to the right [i.e., a,, 5 pm-, 
n > m), with nonincreasing increment distribution Ogn+r s p,,, rc > 0), the i 
of an upper censoring boundary does not destroy monotonicity, as the re 
verify. An analogous statement holds for lower censoring boundaries. 
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The preservation of monotonicity under imposition of a lower boundary of any of 
the kinds described here, is unaffected by any such monotonicity preserving 
boundary imposition on the upper end of the state space. 
Monotone matrices have the following dual characterizations: When plost- 
multip’lying probability vectors, stochastic order is preserved, and when lpre- 
multiplying vectors whose components form a monotone sequence, the monotonic- 
ity is preserved. Specifically, we have: 
Thmrem 1.1. The fAlowing are equivalent. 
(a) a&N; 
(b) pa ) qm for all probability vectors p, q with p > q ; 
(c) a j is nondecreasing for all nondecreasing vectors f. 
Proofs of (a) + (b) in greater generality have belen given by Kalmykov [S], 
Daley [4), and O’Brien [19]; (b) + (a) has been shown by Daley 141. In our finite 
setting, the use of (1.1) and (1.2) make these proofs transparent. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. (a) +* (b). pat = pt(t-“at) 2 qt(t-‘at) = qat. Done. Note 
that the use of the equality pat = ptt-‘at amounts to summation by parts. 
(b) _ (a:). In (p - q)at ~3 0 for all p > q, one substitutes p - q = ai - U!i-1 
(i = 1,2,. . . ), where Ui is the ith unit vector. Since u. is the zero-th row of t-’ and 
Ui - Ui-1 the ith row, and since u&t Z= @, one easily concludes that t-‘at 3 0. 
(a) a (c). Without restriction, assume f nonnegative. Then f nondecreasing is 
equivalent to f-‘f 2 0. From t-‘af = (t-‘at)t-‘j’ 2 0, it follows that af is nondecreas- 
ing. The converse is obltained by noting that all columns of t are nondecreasing. 0 
From (1.2) the following is immediate. 
Theorem 1.2. If 8, b 6: 4, so are 
(a) pa+(l-p)b, O~psl; 
@) ab; 
0 c a~,i’c=O,l,.... 
If 8E&mdwk30,~wk=1, then ~w,a”‘&A. 
Of sjpe<ial importance are wk = e+Vk /k !, 0 Z> 0, and wk =: (1 - 0)@“, 0 c (3 < 1. 
emark 1.1. If a Markov matrix a is totally positive of order 2 (TP,, see [9])* i.e., if 
all 2 X 2 minorms of a are nonnegative, then a is monotone. A direct proof of this 
statement is el#ementary. Alternately, he result can be demonstrated by noticing 
that TIP, matrices preserve monotonicity under post=multiplication (Prop. 3.1. of Ch. 
1 in [9]). This property characterizes moilotonicity (Theorem 1 .l , above). Only a 
subset of the monotone matrices are totally positive, since the class of all TP2 
matrices is closed under multiplication, but not under mixing, as is Jcc. 
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Monotonicity has an interesting consequence for the eigenl/alues of an irreduci- 
ble stochastic matrix and gives rise to what may be called a second 
“Perron-Frobenius” value. 
Theorem 1.3. A finite irreducible monotone matrix has, qart from its simple 
eigenvalue at 1, a Vsecond nonnegative eigenvalue at A2 < 3. such that a/l other 
eigenvalues have w,odulus not exceeding hz. If a E 9X, A2 {is a simple, positive 
eigenvalue, and all other eigenvalues have modulus strictly less than hz. 
Proof. Writing out t-k, one finds 
pT is strictly substochastic, since pTI = I would imply A 1. = 0, contradicting the 
irreducibility of Z. Now t-‘at has the same eigenvalues as a, and since pT has a 
nonnegative eigenvalue with maximum modulus, the first part of the theorem is 
proven. If a E 9X, all elements of p are positive, hence from the Perron-Fro’benius 
theorem [lo], pT has a positive eigenvalue of strict maximal. modulus. r]l 
The condition a E SPA is not necessary for a simple second positive eigenvaiue. 
In order to apply the Perron-Frobenius theorem, one only needs that pT be 
irreducible and aperiodic. This condition is related to strict monotonicity of powers 
of a as follows. 
Theorem 1.4. When a E AI, ak E 9X for some k iff pT is irreducible and aperiodic. 
If ak E SpXt hen a’ E 5% j’or all 12 k. 
Proof. Write p(a) for the lower right-hand submatrix of Pat, as in (1.3). It t is easily 
seen that p(ab) = p(a). p(b). Suppose pT = (p(a))T is rrreducible and aperiodic. 
Then an integer k >O exists such that ($)” has all positive elements. But then 
p(a”) is positive, whence ak E YM 
Conversely, suppose ak CZ 9X, i.e., p(a”) has all elements positive. Consider 
&a”+*) = p(a) l p(a” ). An element of p(a”“) can be zero only if all elements of a 
row of p(a) are zero. But then that: row would be zero in p(a) l p(a’-‘) = 
which is conrradictory. Hence, by induction, p(a’) has all elements positive for ali 
I 3 k, from which one concludes first that pT is irreducible and aperiodic and then 
that aE%# for all Iak. 0 
When pT is irreducible and aperiodic, 
monotone. For finite ergodic Markov 
monotone, the Perron-Frobenius character of the second 
the elementwise convergence of 
tally geometric and nonoscillato 
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f 8” -- .?e)/hi-+c as k -+m, 
with 0 < hz c 1 and c some matrix not identically Q. 
bound on AZ: is provided by the row sums of pT: 
When a is close to Pe, a useful 
In the absence off ultimately strict monotonicity one has geometric ergodicity [20], 
but one may have ak. -, le = yk (QCOS@ +ezsin/3k +s(l)) with Q< y < 1, /3 ~0, 
cl,cZ not both identilcally 0, and o(l) a matrix approaching 0 as k +a, or other 
similar behavior. 
2. From discrete to c~ontimuous time chajins 
In this section it will be seen that, for a substantiah class of Markov chains in 
continuous time, the conditions for the transition matrix to be monotone can be 
established irectly from the set of hazard rates in much the same way as the 
single-step robabilities determine monotonicity for discrete time chains. 
Le! N(r) be a temporally homogeneous Markov chain in continuous time, with . 
transition matrix p(t) = [,pmn (t)], determined by a si::t of hazard ratts {v,, = 
p;n (0 + )}, m # n. Let U, “= IXn#m Vmpp 
Definition 2.1. N(t) will ble said to be monotone 
Ikfinition 2.2. N(t) will be called uniformitceble 
if p(t)EJU for all t>O. 
if u* = sup, v, < 00. 
LJniformizable chains are often called Q-bounded in conjunction with the 
notation qmn for Vmn. The finite chains discussed here are t,rivially uniformizable. 
LJniformizable chains have the advantage that their behavior can be studied in 
the following discrete time setting (cf. [7]). For any v 3 VI*, a discrete time Markov 
chain NE can be constructed such that N(t) = NfY(tI, where k”(t) is a Poisson 
process, independent of NE with parameter V. Specifically,, lelt u be given by the 
hazard rates vmn for m # n, and set v,, = -- v,. For an;1 U’ 3 v *, define 
a, =X+1,/24 
Then the transition matrix for N(t) is given by 
(2 1) . 
(t) := 2 e-“$$ a+exp(- vf[I--a"]). 
k =o . 
(2 2) . 
Tkre following theorem gives necessary and sufficient car)ndlitions for finite chains 
to be monotone? I 
’ ~‘ks theorem is also g:iven by Kirstein [l!!]. He also notes fItat birth-death processes and 
~akw-Watson p_‘ol:esses are monotone. See (a) and (b) below. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let p(t) be the transition matrix of a .finite continuous-time 
chain, with hazard rates as above. Then p(t) E Jw for all t 2 0 if 
(C’ut),, 3 0, n # m. (2 3) . 
. ( G+ ) One may choose I’ such that t-‘ut + UP 2 0 in all elements. Then 
0 s t-‘( v-b + 1)t = t-la, t, and from Theorem 1.2 with wk = e-#( vt)k/k !, and (2.2) 
one finds monotonicity of p(t). 
( + ) If t-‘p(tjt--‘O for all t, once has (t-‘(ljt)(p(t)-I)t),, 20, m# n. Letting 
t & 0, one obtains (2.3). 0 
Some examples of monotone continuous-time chains follow. Again verification 
of (2.3) is straightforward. 
(a) Analogues in continuous time. All discrete time examples from the previous 
section have compound Poisson analogues in continuous time, which are also 
monotone, since by Theorem 1.2, a E A implies exp[ - &(I - a)] E .& for all 
6, t 2 0. Random walks, e.g., in continuous time are therefore monotone, as are the 
branching process analogues of 1.c (cf. [ 1, p. 2631). Here again, modification cf a 
monotone process by absorbing or impenetrable boundaries does not destroy 
monotonicity. 
(b) Birth-death processes. v”+~,,, = JU”+~, v,,,~+~= A,, n = 0, I,. . . , all othler v~, = 
0. It is easy to show that for a skigfree positive finite process the superdiagonal of
t%t is positive, and all entries above the superdiagonal re 0. For skipfree negative 
processes one has the analogous case for the subdiagonal. Since the finite 
birth-death process is skipfree in both directions, its monotonicity and hence that 
of infinite birth-death processes i immediate. 
(c) Processes on thr:? real line. Direct analogues of birth-death processes for the 
continuum are Markov diffusion processes, which indeed are limits of such 
processes (see, e.g., [3]). Since a limit of monotone processes is monotone, a 
Markov diffusion ptocess is monotone [4] in that its transition kernel p(x, A, t) = 
P{X(t) E A 1 X(0) = JI} satisfies p(xl, A, t) G p(x2, A, t) for any A = [x,m), all t 30 
and x1 G x2. 
Another example is Takacs’ virtual waiting time process [3]. ‘Ws is a process on 
[0, m) with unit drift rate towards 0 between jumps, hazard rate A for the occurrence 
of a jump, and i.i.d. positive jumps. It is spatially homogeneous, apart from its 
impenetrable boundary at 0, and can be regarded as the limit of such process, all 
monotone, on finite state spaCs. 
3. Monotone sequences of probability vectors 
Let iYk be a finite arkov chah 3governed by the monotone matrix 
k the vector witlh components pkn = = n}, tE E P*O t 
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s:ction we will give conditions under which the sequence (pk) is monotone in the 
r,tochastic domination sense. The continuous time case then follows immediately, 
via the technique of Section 2. Structural properties for the infinite chains carry 
; through. 
suppose po < PI= 
!! k=0,1,2 ,.... 
Then from Theorem 1.1 and ak E .&, we have pk d pk+l, 
The analogue for continuous time processes is the following. 
Theorem 3.1. Let N(t) be a Markov process on state space JY, uniformizable and 
monst~~ne, .vith transition matrix p(t) as in (2.2). Denote by p(t) the vector with 
components p,, (t) = P{N(t) = n}, n E JK 
(a) Zf p (0) < p (O)a,, then p(r) -C p (t -I- r) for all t, r 2 0. 
(b) Zf p(O)<p(t) for all t 20, then p(0) (: p(O)a,. 
I’roof. (a) By iteration p(O)<p(O)a, implies p(O)<p(O)& k = 0, 1,. . l . Thus 
p(O) = p(O) i e-‘” $$ < p(0) 2 eaur-$$ ak, 
0 . 0 . 
(3*1) 
=z p(O)p(t) = P(t)* 
Post-multiplying the outer hands of (3.1) by the monotone matrix p(7), gives 
P(T) -C P(t + 4. 
(b) If p(0) N: p(t), then p(0) -C p(O)p(t) = p(O)exp( - vt[I - a,]), so that p(0) -C 
e-“p(0) + e-“‘p(O)[exp( vta,) - I]. Hence p(0) < p(O)[exp(vta,) - I](e” - 1)~‘. When 
t 4 0, the right-hand tends to p(O)a,. proving the theorem. El 
A direct application of Theorem 3.1 is the following. Consider a monotone, 
unifor,mizab’;e ‘process N(t), (e.g., one of the processes discussed in Section 2) on 
state space N = (0, 1,2,. . . } and prescribe the initial state of the process to be 0 with 
probability ‘; : i.e., p(0) = u. = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0). Since u. x q for any probability vector 
q, one has u. 4 uoa,, so that starting the process off in 0 implies that p(t) -C p(t + r) 
for all t, 7 3 0. Consequently, PO,(t) = P{N(t) 2 n 1 N(0) = 0) is nondecreasing in I 
for any n E JV’. If N(t) is ergodic, the limit of PO,(t) for t --, 00 exists and is equal to 
‘m z j=n q, where e is the ergodic distribution. Hence, when starting at 0, tail 
probabilities tend monotonically to the ergodic tail probability. The process that is 
obtained when starting at 0 provides bounds for other processes in the following 
sense: For any initial distribution po, one has uop(t) i pop(t) or 
{K(t) 3 n 1 N(0) = 0) G {N(t) 3 n 1 po} (3 3 . 
for all t 2 0, n E JK 
Via summation by parts in both sides of (3.2), one obtains moment inequalities: 
for any nondecreasing function h(n), orae has for any 
[h (NW) I N(O) -’ 016 
where the left side is moncl:~~ne ondecreasing in t. In particular, for h (n) = nk, one 
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has the monotonicity of the first and second moments, starting from 0, and the 
bounds thereby. 
Theorem 3.1 shows that the study of condieions under which 
monotonically, can be reduced to the discrete case. The following lemma gives 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the monotonicity of a sequence pk generated 
by a monotone transition matrix. 
.Let anB = LB anme 
Lemma 3.1. lf pk = peak, with a E A, then pk X pk+l for all k ifl p(0) = q satisfies 
c e qjajB’ - 2 qiaiB foreachB={n,n+I,...}, 
(3 3) . 
Proof. Adding &ajB to both sides gives po x pea. R 
Probabilistically, the left-hand side of (3.3) represents the flow rate at time 0 from 
states n and higher to states n - 1 and lower. The right side is the flow rate from the 
lower states to the higher ones. The condition is that the net probabilistic flow rate 
is in the direction of the higher states across any imaginary line between two 
neighboring states. This positivity of the net flow then persists through all k. 
Further results are obtained by relating the initial distribution to the ergodic 
distribution. 
Theorem 3.2. Let Nk be a monotone Markov chain governed by the matrix a, with 
marginal distributions pk. Let e be a finite valued positive vector satisfying ea = Y. If 
p. = reu (D denotes diagonal), with t nonincreasing, then pk < pl for all k C 1. 
Proof. Note that t nonincreasing is equivalent o rt-’ a 0. Hence from pd = 
rt-‘teDt and pit = post = rt-&at, one concludes that p. =C ps if te& s &at. To 
show this, let I be the matrix of l’s, and use leDat = l%t, and al = 1. Then 
teDt - teDat = (1 - t)eDat - (1 - t)ed G (1 - $)*a1 - (I - t)e& = (1 - t)eD(l - t). 
Since (1 - t)eD(l - t) has nonzero entries only above the diagonal, and further since 
ted is lower-triangular, one concludes that t%t s teat. cl 
With each Markov chain Nk, with properties as in Theorem 3.2 a reverse chain NF 
exists [12], whose transition matrix is given by aR = G1aTe. 
Theorem 3.3. Let Nk be monotone, with initial distribution p. = rh, r. nunincreas- 
ing. If IV: is also monotone, then for all k 2% 0, ppL = rk @!D) 
is nonincreasing whenever r. is nonincreasing, 
. It follows from (1.2) and (1.2*) that t-‘bt B for a stdwtic matfix 
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equivalent to tbTt-’ 2 0, IV: monotone implies t-‘e$aTeDt 2 0, so that teDae;‘t-’ 2 0. 
One must show that rk t-’ 2= 0. Since rkeD = pk = rOeDak, one has rk t-’ = 
r&d e;‘t-’ = rot-‘(teDae~lt-‘)k a 0. For the converse, one notes that ra$-’ = 
~&ae~‘t-’ B 0 for all r. such that rot-’ 2 0. Hence, by taking fo:* r. row,s of t, one 
obtains teDae;‘t-’ 2 0 or t-‘aat 3 0. Cl 
The class of monotone chains with monotone reverse includes trivially thosle 
chains that are monotone and time-reversible (9%) [12]. The reader will verify that 
if a is the transition matrix of an ergodic skipfree Markov chain in discrete time with 
uoo = qo+ ro, a01 = po; arm-1 = qn, arm = r,, ann+l = pm, n = I,&. . . 9 N - 1; aNN-I = qn, 
aNN = rN+p!V; qta+P,+pn = 1, then aE .42 n %R when p,, + qn+l s 1, n =: 
091 , e.. , IV - 1. It should be noted that a E JU t7 99 implies c wkak E JU n 5% for 
w+o, Zw, =l. 
A full characterization 0’; initial vectors for which the process proceeds in a 
monotone manner can be given for processes which are skipfree in both directions, 
such as the birth-death process. As in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, we will give the 
ciiscrete time version only since the analog for continuous time processes follows 
directly. 
Theorem 3.& For a monotone Markov process which is skipfree in both directions the 
initial vectors q = p. for which pk X PI, k < f, are chamcterized by q = reD with r 
nonincreasinlg. 
Proof, A Markov process which is skipfree positive and negative is thereby 
time-reversible; therefo:*e its reverse is the same process in all laws. Time- 
reversibility also guarantees the existence of a finite va:lued vector e = ea. Hence 
from Theon.:m 3.2, if (91 =reD with r nonincreasing, one has pk < pl, k < 1. Now 
suppose pl >p0, or equivalently qat a qt. ‘Writing q = reD one obtains 
&[&at - :&t] a 0. From the skipfree properties the reader may verify that 
%eDat -teDt has nonzero elements only on the superdiagonal nd that the super- 
diagonal is positive. Hence, t t-’ % 0, i.e., r is nonincreasing. 0 
Some useful inequalities arise from Theorem 3.4. For a birth-death process, in 
the notation of Section 2 the potential coefficients n;, are defined by (see, e.g., 
Ledermann <;md Reuter [ 163) 
and ~lr, satisfy w = =a,. 
In Theorem 3.4 with e = W, consider the following choices for r(0) = (ro, rl,. . .). 
0 a r. =l, r,= 0, ra = 1,2,. . . . This gives o, a case partly discussed above. 
Going from c”liscrete o continuous time via (2.2), one finds that r(t) is nonincreas- 
ing for every t > 0. Hence 
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~ = T"(t)~ To(l) = ~, 
71'" 71'0 
so that, since 71'0 = 1, pOn (t) E; 7T"poo(t), which gives a useful bound on pon (I). 
(b) For an ergodic birth-death process, let Tit = (I~ 1TJfl for 0 ~ k ~ m, and 
Tit = 0, k > m. Clearly Tic is nonincreasing. Then Pit (0) = ek(I: tift, for 0 ~ k ~ m, 
and Pk (0) = 0, k > m, so that the initial vector is the stationary distribution over the 
set of states G = {O, 1, ... , m}. Processes with such initial distributions are of 
interest in reliability contexts [13]. The set G may represent satisfactory (good) 
states, and B = {m + 1, m + 2, ... ,} the set of unsatisfactory (bad) states in a system 
modeled by the birth-death process under consideration. When the system is at 
ergodicity, the probability that at time 1 the system will be in B, given that the 
system is observed to be in G at time 0, is then PiNe,) E B I Po} and is 
non decreasing in time. 
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